
  



  

Action/Puzzle game

 Two Players, Separate Timelines

   Split Screen, Cooperative Play



  

Mode 1: Short Action Game

x Maps will be randomized and some 
objects will be placed around to 
increase player cooperation.

x Objects look different in each 
timeline, but are linked

x Players get a chance to increase 
their abilities as they progress



  

x Players focus on killing hostiles 
while making clever use of objects 
to aid each other.

x Fast paced cooperative gameplay 
that requires quick thinking to find 
logical connections between objects.



  

Example Object: Desk

Even though the object has

suffered damage and aging

it made it to the future.

Possible Use: Place item in a 
drawer to send it to the future.



  

Example Object: Seeds

By planting these seeds in an 
outdoor area, it is possible to 
make plantation grow over time

Possible Use: Plant poisonous 
ivy seeds in ground that grow
 and damage trespassers in the future.



  

Mode 2: Story Mode

x Preconstructed maps with more 
subtle puzzles.

x The future is linked to the past: 
Both players can influence each    
 other's timelines in separate ways.

x Compelling story that depicts the 
struggle of free will against fate.
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x Add in monsters, locked doors and 
weapons, and it becomes even more 
complex.

- “should I go all out with my gun, 
or save some ammo and put it in 
the chest to send it to him?”

- “I should pick the fruit as fast 
as possible so he can get the 
pencil and tell me what he needs”



  

Mode 3: Second Chance

- Players are 10 seconds apart

- Every change in the future screen 
reflects on the past screen in 10 
seconds.

- Every change in the past screen 
reflects on the future screen 
immediately.

- Little subtlety, objects look same



  

x Intense action, little puzzle

x True cooperative - both players 
actively help each other

x For the player in past, the other  
 screen is a preview of the coming 
danger.

x For the player in future, the     
 other screen is a second chance 
for his errors to get fixed.



  

Ideal Development Platform:

One copy is enough 
for two players.

The player uses the 
bottom screen to 
play the game.

The top screen 
mirrors the game on 
the other player's 
DS.



  


